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Abstract
Diffusion and coalescence of supported 3D metal nanoclusters (NCs) leads to Smoluchowski Ripening (SR),
a key pathway for catalyst degradation. Variation of the NC diffusion coefficient, DN, with size N (in atoms)
controls SR kinetics. Traditionally, a form DN ∼ N−β was assumed consistent with mean-field analysis.
However, KMC simulation of a stochastic model for diffusion of {100}-epitaxially supported fcc NCs
mediated by surface diffusion reveals instead a complex oscillatory decrease of DN with N. Barriers for surface
diffusion of metal atoms across and between facets, along step edges, etc., in this model are selected to
accurately capture behavior for fcc metals. (This contrasts standard bond-breaking prescriptions which fail
dramatically.) For strong adhesion, equilibrated NCs are truncated pyramids (TP). Local minima of DN
sometimes but not always correspond to sizes, NTP, where these have a closed-shell structure. Local maxima
generally correspond to N ≈ NTP + 3 for N = O(102). For weak adhesion, equilibrated NCs are truncated
octahedra (TO), and local minima of DN occur for sizes close or equal to those of just a subset of closed-shell
structures. Analytic characterization of energetics along the NC diffusion pathway (which involves dissolving
and reforming outer layers of facets) provides fundamental insight into the behavior of DN, including the
strong variation with N of the effective NC diffusion barrier.
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Complex oscillatory decrease with size in
diffusivity of {100}-epitaxially supported
3D fcc metal nanoclusters†
King C. Lai * and James W. Evans *
Diffusion and coalescence of supported 3D metal nanoclusters (NCs) leads to Smoluchowski Ripening
(SR), a key pathway for catalyst degradation. Variation of the NC diffusion coefficient, DN, with size N (in
atoms) controls SR kinetics. Traditionally, a form DN ∼ N−β was assumed consistent with mean-field ana-
lysis. However, KMC simulation of a stochastic model for diffusion of {100}-epitaxially supported fcc NCs
mediated by surface diffusion reveals instead a complex oscillatory decrease of DN with N. Barriers for
surface diffusion of metal atoms across and between facets, along step edges, etc., in this model are
selected to accurately capture behavior for fcc metals. (This contrasts standard bond-breaking prescrip-
tions which fail dramatically.) For strong adhesion, equilibrated NCs are truncated pyramids (TP). Local
minima of DN sometimes but not always correspond to sizes, NTP, where these have a closed-shell struc-
ture. Local maxima generally correspond to N ≈ NTP + 3 for N = O(102). For weak adhesion, equilibrated
NCs are truncated octahedra (TO), and local minima of DN occur for sizes close or equal to those of just a
subset of closed-shell structures. Analytic characterization of energetics along the NC diffusion pathway
(which involves dissolving and reforming outer layers of facets) provides fundamental insight into the be-
havior of DN, including the strong variation with N of the effective NC diffusion barrier.
1. Introduction
Smoluchowski Ripening (SR) involving diffusion and coalesc-
ence of supported 3D metal nanoclusters (NCs), also known as
Particle Migration & Coalescence (PMC), is of central impor-
tance as a pathway for catalyst degradation.1–5 Classic studies
have analyzed SR kinetics which is controlled by the size-
dependence of NC diffusivity.1,2 Consequently, there has been
sustained interest in the variation of the NC diffusion coeffi-
cient, DN, with size N (in atoms).
2,6 The traditional perception
was that DN decreases monotonically with N. This behavior is
consistent with a mean-field analysis for NC diffusion
mediated by uncorrelated hopping of individual atoms across
the surface of the NC with single characteristic rate, h. In this
scenario, each hop of a surface atom shifts the NC center of
mass (CM) by δRCM ∼ a/N, where ‘a’ is the surface lattice con-
stant. The dimensionless NC surface area, A, scales like A ∼ N2/3,
and the total rate of surface atom hopping like H ∼ hA. It is
convenient to set h = ν exp[−Es/(kBT )], and D° = a2ν. Here, ν is
an attempt frequency, Es is the assumed single surface hopping
barrier, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the surface temp-
erature. Then, the mean-field treatment predicts that
DN  HðδRCMÞ2  Do exp½Eeff=ðkBTÞNβ
with Eeff ¼ Es and β ¼ βMF ¼ 4=3:
ð1Þ
Our focus is on diffusion of epitaxially supported 3D NCs
where diffusivity is generally lower than for non-epitaxially
supported 3D NCs.6 Detailed analysis of the epitaxially sup-
ported case is limited. One Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simu-
lation study for 3D epitaxial NCs,7 and another for the analo-
gous 2D case,8 found an oscillatory variation of DN with N, and
suggested that minima correspond to sizes with closed-shell
structures. However, subsequent analysis revealed a much
more complex scenario for the 2D case,9,10 and no detailed
analysis exists in 3D. Thus, our goal here is to characterize and
provide fundamental insight into the “fine structure” in the
variation of DN with N for 3D epitaxial NCs.
Specifically, we develop a stochastic lattice-gas model for
diffusion of {100}-epitaxially supported metallic fcc NCs
mediated by diffusive transport of metal atoms across the
surface of the NC. We emphasize that for realistic modeling,
not just NC thermodynamics, but also the multiple barriers
for surface diffusion across facets, along step edges and
around kinks or corners, between layers or facets, etc., must be
†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/
c9nr05845a
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chosen to realistically capture behavior for fcc metals.5,11
KMC simulation of such stochastic modeling allows direct
access to the relevant time scale for surface diffusion, and
precise characterization of the variation of DN with size N and
other key control parameters such as temperature, T. However,
for deeper insight into the observed complex behavior,
we also identify NC diffusion pathways (which involve
dissolving and reforming outer layers of facets). We provide
an analytic assessment of the associated variation of
atomistic-level NC energetics along such minimum energy
pathways, as well as a corresponding coarse-grained
continuum analysis.
This article is organized as follows. The stochastic model is
described in the next section, as well as procedure for reliable
extraction of NC diffusion coefficient, DN. Then, we present
detailed KMC results for DN versus N for the case of strong NC
adhesion to the substrate, as well as a complementary analytic
characterization. Next, we more briefly analyze NC diffusion
behavior for the case of weak NC adhesion. Finally, we provide
additional Discussion including assessment of related
systems, and brief Conclusions.
2. Modeling and methods
2.1. Model formulation
The following provides a description our realistic stochastic
lattice-gas model for diffusion of {100}-epitaxially supported
metallic fcc NCs. NC diffusion is mediated by diffusive trans-
port of individual metal atoms across the surface of the NC.
This surface diffusion is described by hopping of under-co-
ordinated atoms to available nearest-neighbor (NN) fcc sites
still connected to the cluster. Thus, we exclude atom detach-
ment particularly from the contact line at the base of the NC,
thereby preserving NC size.
With regard to NC thermodynamics, interactions within the
fcc metal NC cluster are described by an effective NN attraction
of strength ϕ > 0. This prescription was shown in recent DFT
analysis to effectively capture NC surface energetics for many
fcc metals.12 In fact, the value of ϕ extracted from this DFT
analysis reasonably recovers surface energies, but is much
weaker than that extracted from bulk energetics as one sixth of
the cohesive energy, Ec (e.g., ϕ = 0.225 eV versus Ec/6 = 0.49 eV
for Ag).11 In fact, the bulk cohesive energy is not incorporated
as a parameter into our model. This is not unreasonable since
NC diffusion is controlled by surface rather than bulk thermo-
dynamics and kinetics. Each atom in the bottom {100} NC
layer is regarded as supported by 4 atoms in the top {100} sub-
strate layer. Adhesion is described by a NN attraction of
strength ϕs = fϕ between NC and substrate atoms. Thus,
f measures the strength of adhesion, and f = 1 corresponds to
homoepitaxy. We focus on the regime of strong adhesion
choosing f = 0.75 (where supported NCs resemble truncated
pyramids), but for contrast more briefly consider weak
adhesion where f ≤ 0.05 (where the supported NCs resemble
unsupported Wulff shapes).
The total NC energy, EN < 0, is obtained as the sum of the
total interaction energy within the NC, and the total adhesion
energy. Ground state NC configurations have the minimum
EN. Equilibrated NCs exist in excited states with finite prob-
ability as determined by a Boltzmann factor based on EN. In
the large-size continuum limit, fluctuations around a well-
defined equilibrium shape vanish. For negligible adhesion
( f ≈ 0), this equilibrium NC shape corresponds to the Wulff
shape of an unsupported NC. For our model, the Wulff shape
corresponds to a regular truncated octahedron (TO) where all
edges have equal length.13 Equilibrium shapes of {100}-epitaxi-
ally supported NCs with significant adhesion are determined
from the Winterbottom construction which truncates a
portion of the unsupported Wulff cluster adjacent to a {100}
facet.13 Specifically, in the continuum regime, when measured
from the center of the unsupported Wulff cluster, the distance
to the top {100} facet, h100, and to the substrate, hsub, are
related by h100/γ100 = hsub/(γ100 − βad). Here, γ100 = 2ϕa−2
denotes the surface energy of {100} facets, and βad = 4ϕsa
−2
denotes the adhesion energy. It follows that hsub/h100 = 1 − 2f.
Negative values mean that the location of the substrate for the
supported NC is above the center of the unsupported NC. See
Fig. 1. In our atomistic model, equilibrium shapes mimic con-
tinuum shapes. See below.
Diffusion of supported NCs is sensitively dependent on the
prescription of the kinetics of adatom surface diffusion. In sto-
chastic lattice-gas modeling, often a simple IVA bond-breaking
prescription is applied to determine the activation barriers for
hopping in diverse local surface environments.14,15 However,
these (and alternative Metropolis type prescriptions) fail dra-
matically to describe key features of surface diffusion barriers
on fcc metal surfaces, e.g., the relative magnitude of terrace
diffusion on different facets, of terrace versus step edge
diffusion, and of intra- versus inter-layer diffusion.11
Consequently, we apply a refined BEP formalism with
sufficient flexibility to capture all key diffusion barriers, as
described in the next subsection.5,11
For specificity, our model parameters are chosen to corres-
pond to Ag. Supported 3D Ag NCs have been studied on graph-
ite,16 and on various oxide surfaces17,18 including Al2O3,
19,20
TiO2,
21,22 and MgO.23 Theoretical analysis indicates that Ag NC
on MgO(001) exhibits cube-on-cube {100} epitaxy at least for
N = 40 to 2800, rather than {111} epitaxy or a decahedral struc-
ture.24 Thus, Ag/MgO(001) falls within the class of systems
described by our model.
2.2. Prescription of surface diffusion kinetics for fcc metal NCs
Realistic prescription of the surface diffusion kinetics is more
challenging than that of NC thermodynamics.5,11 Rates for
hopping of surface atoms to NN sites have an Arrhenius form,
h = ν exp[−Eact/(kBT )], where the activation barrier, Eact,
depends sensitively on the local environment (for which there
are many possibilities). Again T denotes the surface tempera-
ture, and ν is a vibrational attempt frequency. (Typically, one
finds that ν ≈ 1012.5 s−1 for fcc metal systems, although the
value of this prefactor will not affect the results presented
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here.) Below Ei (Ef ) denote the energies associated with an
atom in the initial (final) state before (after) a NN hop. A con-
ventional IVA bond-breaking form, Eact = E0 − Ei is typically
chosen, but this fails dramatically describe fcc metal
surfaces.5,11 Thus, we instead choose a generalized symmetric
BEP form11 Eact = Cα + 12 (Ef − Ei) with distinct Cα for different
classes α of hops, e.g., α = TD {terrace diffusion + attachment/
detachment at steps} and ED {step edge diffusion}, and with
separate subclasses for {111} and {100} facets, and also for
intra- and interlayer diffusion. Each class includes the reverse
process for every forward process (e.g., detachment as the
reverse of attachment to step edges) in order to satisfy
detailed-balance.
The Cα are selected to recover precise value for terrace,
edge, and interlayer diffusion for the metal of interest. See the
ESI sec. 1.† For Ag, we select CTD100 = 0.425 eV, CTD111 = 0.10
eV, CED111B = 0.30 eV, and CED111A = CED100 = 0.275 eV for intra-
layer diffusion.11 Here, A and B indicate close-packed {100}-
and {111}-microfaceted steps on {111} facets, respectively. The
local geometry of the former is the same as for close-packed
steps on {100} facets. For interlayer diffusion for Ag, our Cα
also incorporate an additional Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier for
downward interlayer diffusion of δES = 0.1 eV for close-packed
(but not kinked) steps on {100} facets, and for A (but not B)
steps on {111} facets. We use the same Cα for hopping between
the lowest and next highest layer of the NC. For atoms at the
periphery of the lowest layer hopping around the contact line
of the NC: (i) the same Cα are used for strong adhesion; and
(ii) Cα are selected by neglecting substrate atoms for weak
adhesion. We also allow atoms to hop to second NN sites in
order to round corners of the contact line base the NC.
As indicated above, our model dynamics allows diffusion of
metal atoms across the NC surface, but not detachment of
atoms from the NC at its base (which would be followed by
diffusion across the substrate, and possible reattachment to
the NC). The rationale is as follows. The effective barrier for
NC surface diffusion (detachment) is determined by the sum
of: (i) the energy change upon moving an atom at a kink site
on the NC to a facet on the NC (to the substrate); and (ii) the
terrace diffusion barrier across the facet (across the substrate).
The effective barrier is significantly higher for detachment jus-
tifying our neglect of this process. See the ESI sec. 2† for
further discussion.
2.3. KMC simulation of NC diffusion
KMC simulation, which implements the various hopping pro-
cesses with probabilities proportional to their physical rates,
allows tracking of the evolution of the configuration of the NC
as it diffuses across the surface. From such simulations, one
can extract the lateral position, rCM(t ), of the NC center of
mass (CM) at time t. Then, δrCM(δt ) = rCM(t + δt ) − rCM(t )
gives the CM displacement in a time interval δt. One defines a
time-dependent diffusion coefficient for the NC of N atoms
as DN(δt ) = <δrCM(δt )·δrCM(δt )>/(4δt ). Generally, DN(δt )
decreases from a “high” value for short δt to a plateau value as
δt → ∞, which corresponds to the true diffusion coefficient,
DN = limδt→∞DN(δt ). The decrease in DN(δt ) corresponds to
subtle “back-correlations” in the walk of the cluster CM.10
Simulations readily yield extensive statistics and thus precise
values for DN(δt ) for small δt, but not so readily for δt = δtp
sufficiently large that DN(δtp) has reached its plateau value. See
ESI sec. 3.† Thus, it is necessary to run simulations for an
extended total time of 200 δtp in order to precise determi-
nation NC diffusivity.
Fig. 2 shows KMC simulation results for a typical diffusion
trajectory for the CM of an NC of size N = 50 atoms for the
case of strong adhesion with f = 0.75 at 900 K. During
diffusion, the NC can be regarded as remaining in equilibrium
state. However, as noted above, the NC in this state does not
just correspond to a fixed ground state NC configuration, but
rather samples excited states. In the ESI sec. 4,† we show snap-
shots which illustrate the NC evolving through a sequence of
configurations during diffusion, and we also provide a movie
of NC diffusion. Further discussion of key configurations
accessed during diffusion is provided in sec.3 and 4. For the
system under consideration here, our analysis will reveal a
complex dependence of DN on size N. It will prove instructive
to consider an effective activation barrier, Eeff > 0, for NC
diffusion where DN ∼ exp[−Eeff/(kBT )] for fixed N at various T.
In contrast to the MF treatment, Eeff = Eeff(N) will depend
strongly on N, and this dependence will in fact induce the
complex variation of DN with N.
Fig. 1 Schematics of equilibrium Winterbottom NC shapes for f = 0, 0.05, 0.5, and 0.75.
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3. Results for strong adhesion f = 0.75
3.1. Ground-state NC shapes with strong adhesion with f =
0.75
The adhesion energy per atom in the lowest NC layer is 4fϕ
given the four supporting substrate atoms, which equals 3ϕ
for f = 0.75. Thus, conveniently, the total NC energy EN is an
integer multiple of ϕ. The continuum Winterbottom NC shape
is a truncated square pyramid (TP) where the length of the
edges of the top square {100} facet equals that of the edges
between {111} side facets. See Fig. 1. For the atomistic model,
ground state structures tend to mimic the continuum shape.
Particularly stable ground state structures correspond to a
subset of closed-shell k-layer TP with bases of m × n atoms,
denoted by TPm×n,k. For these TPm×n,k structures, the total
number of atoms, N = Nm×n,k, is given by
Nmn;k ¼ akmn bkðmþ nÞ þ ck;
where ak ¼ k; bk ¼ kðk  1Þ=2; and ck ¼ ð2k  1Þkðk  1Þ=6;
ð2Þ
and the total NC energy, EN = Em×n,k < 0, is given by
Emn;k ¼ ½Akmn Bkðmþ nÞ þ Ckϕ
where Ak ¼ 6k  1;Bk ¼ ð3k  2Þk; and Ck ¼ 2k2ðk  1Þ:
ð3Þ
Ground state TPm×n,k structures have m = n square or m =
n + 1 near-square bases, and also k ≤ min(n,m) − 1 so that the
top layer is 2 × 2 or larger. Corresponding, ground states sizes
in bold font are:
Nm×n,1 = 4, 6, 9, 12 (degen.), (but not 16,…) for m × n = 2 × 2,
3 × 2, 3 × 3, 4 × 3, (but not 4 × 4,…);
Nm×n,2 = 13, 18, 25, 32, 41, (but not 50,…) for m × n = 3 × 3,
4 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 4, 5 × 5, (but not 6 × 5,…);
Nm×n,3 = 29, 38, 50, 62, 77, 92, 110, 128, 149 (degen.), (but
not 170,…) for m × n = 4 × 4,…, (but not 9 × 8,…);
Nm×n,4 = 54, 68, 86, 104, 126, 148, 174,… for m × n = 5 ×
5,…,8 × 8,…
Nm×n,5 = 135, 160,… (but not 90, or 110) for m × n = 7 × 7,
8 × 7,… (but not 6 × 6, or 7 × 6)
etc.
for single- double-, triple-, quadruple, quintuple-layer NCs,
etc. The particular stability of these sizes is quantified below.
Sizes are also indicated which are not ground states, and N =
12 & 149 are degenerate with higher-layer structures.
3.2. KMC results for DN versus N
Analysis of the type of simulation data for the trajectories of
{100}-epitaxially supported 3D Ag NCs for strong adhesion
with f = 0.75 shown in Fig. 2 produces the results shown in
Fig. 3 (middle frame) for the variation of DN with N up to N ∼
190. Behavior for larger sizes is reported in the ESI sec. 5,† and
is briefly discussed in sec. 3.5. A complex oscillatory variation
is most evident at the lowest temperature shown, T = 700 K.
These features are diminished by entropic effects at higher T,
as shown for T = 800 K and 900 K. The vertical lines mark the
sizes for the non-degenerate closed-shell ground state TPs
listed above with sizes denoted N = NTP. Often, but not always,
these correspond to local minima in DN. Often, local maxima
in DN correspond to N = NTP + 2 or NTP + 3 in the size range
shown. Closed-shell TPs are expected to be relatively stable.
Indeed, a measure, δE = δEN, of the deviation from the conti-
Fig. 2 Diffusion trajectory from KMC simulation for a closed-shell Ag
TP with size N = 50 for the case of strong adhesion with f = 0.75 at
900 K.
Fig. 3 Top: δE = [EN − EN(cont)]/N where EN(cont)/ϕ = 0.529 − 1.496N1/3
+ 3.977N2/3 − 6N recovers EN for TP3×3,3, TP5×5,3, TP7×7,4, and TP9×9,5.
Middle: KMC results for DN versus N for an Ag NCs with f = 0.75. Bottom:
Effective barrier versus N for NC diffusion extracted from the
T-dependence of DN from KMC highlighting several cases for NTP (blue),
NTP + 1 (purple), NTP + 2 (red), NTP + 3 (green); −Eeff is plotted so that
peaks and valleys correspond to those of DN. Note: vertical lines corres-
pond to sizes for closed-shell ground state truncated pyramids.
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nuum form of the energy per atom, also shown in Fig. 3 (top),
correlates with the variation of DN (i.e., relatively high average
coordination per atom implies relatively low diffusivity). From
the variation of DN with T for fixed N, we can extract from KMC
data an effective barrier, Eeff(N), for NC diffusion for each N as
is also shown in Fig. 3 (bottom). It is instructive to compare
Eeff for different classes of NCs where N = NTP + n for small n:
Eeff(NTP + n) ≈ 1.5, 1.1, 0.85, 0.75 eV decreases as n increases
from n = 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as is most clearly evident
for NTP = 50, 62, 77, and 92.
Finally, we note that while many previous studies of NC
diffusion have focused on simple size scaling, DN ∼ N−β, such
a routine analysis is not applicable here given the complex
oscillatory behavior. However, one could consider the partial
scaling of DN with N, e.g., restricting N to local maxima (max)
of DN. Based on the three maxima at N = 65, 80, and 95 in
Fig. 3, one obtains βmax ≈ 3.1, 2.6, and 2.1 at 700 K, 800 K, and
900 K, respectively, which are higher than but shifting towards
βMF = 1.33 for increasing T.
3.3. Mechanism & energetics for NC diffusion
To elucidate the behavior of DN, we first describe the mechan-
istic pathway leading to long-range NC diffusion for the case
where NC ground states are closed-shell TPs. The pathway
involves dissolution of an outer layer of the NC on a single
facet, transfer of those atoms to another side of the NC, and
formation of a new complete outer layer on that side.
Specifically, for a square n × n base, the outer layer is trans-
ferred to the opposite side. For a rectangular n × (n + 1) base,
the outer layer on a short side is transferred to one of the
other three sides. Atom transfer between facets generally
occurs across edges between adjacent side {111} facets, rather
than across the top {100} facet or around the base of the NP.
The latter are kinetically inhibited by high diffusion barriers
in our model (a feature which dominates the thermodynamic
preference for adatoms to reside on {100} versus {111} facets).
Complete transfer of an outer layer recovers the initial closed-
shell ground-state structure, but with shifted CM, thereby
leading to long-range NC diffusion.
The above process can be quantified analytically by tracking
the energy change, ΔE(q), as a function of the number, q, of
atoms transferred between different sides of the NC for the
minimum energy path (MEP). The MEP has the smallest
ΔE(max) = maxq ΔE(q). By symmetry, ΔE(q) = ΔE(qtot − q),
where qtot = k(2n − k + 1)/2 is the total number of atoms in the
facet supplying atoms with base with of n atoms and height of
k layers. Examples are provided in Fig. 4 (black curves) for
TP5×5,3 (NTP = 50), TP7×6,4 (NTP = 104), and TP8×8,5 (NTP = 190)
with ΔE(max) = 4ϕ, 5ϕ, and 6ϕ, respectively. ΔE(max) gives a
measure of the difficulty of mass transfer, and thus of NC
diffusion (but it does not account for the details of surface
diffusion kinetics or entropic effects).
Analysis is more complex for non-closed or open-shell TPs
which one generally can regard as a closed-shell TP with an
additional incomplete layer on one facet. Consider the follow-
ing two-stage diffusion pathway. In the first stage, atoms are
transferred to complete an incomplete 2D layer on a facet
labeled 2 from a complete facet labeled 1 on the opposite side.
In the second stage, the incomplete layer now existing on facet
1 is transferred to facet 2. Then, the original NC structure is
recovered, but with shifted CM. ΔE(q) versus q has a different
form in each stage, but vanishes at the end of each stage. See
below. Other cases involve shifting the incomplete layer to an
adjacent (rather than the opposite) side facet. Even more com-
plicated scenarios can occur in some cases where the ground
state NC structure is k-layer, but the diffusion path with the
lowest ΔE(max) goes through a (k − 1)-layer NC configurations.
One example is for N = 66 where the ground state is a 4-layer
structure, but the optimum diffusion pathway goes through
3-layer structures. See ESI sec. 6.†
Fig. 5 provides comprehensive analytic results for ΔE(max)
versus N up to N = 110 for both open- and closed-shell TPs.
ΔE(max) for closed-shell TPs correspond to local maxima, and
the ΔE(max) variation with N correlates reasonably with that of
DN. Fig. 5 also indicates a slow increase in ΔE(max) with N, some-
what obscured by the strong oscillatory behavior. This feature will
be elucidated below. ΔE(max) just characterizes the thermo-
dynamics rather than the kinetics of the NC diffusion process.
To assess kinetics, we note that ΔE(q) just describe energies
relative to the ground state after each transfer of an adatom
between facets and incorporation into a growing 2D layer.
Thus, naturally the system energy is higher mid-atom transfer,
and thus the actual energy barrier which the system must sur-
Fig. 4 Analytic determination of ΔE(q) versus q for close-shell NCs with
NTP = 50, 104, and 190. Black curves show ΔE by comparing states
before and after an atom transit. Red dashed curves shows ΔE during an
atom move between facet 1 and 2.
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mount for NC diffusion is higher. For large NCs, the increased
barrier will reflect energy difference of 3ϕ between an isolated
atom in transit at a 3fh site on a {111} facet and that atom
incorporated into a kink site at the periphery of an incomplete
layer. However, for smaller NCs, this energy difference is often
2ϕ. Fig. 4 also shows the energy profile along the MEP incor-
porating energies mid-atom transfer as a dashed red line, and
Fig. 5 also shows the corresponding boosted ΔE(max+) versus
N. Finally, the actual effective barrier for Eeff for the above
process must add a diffusion barrier which is typically but not
always equal to that for terrace diffusion on {111} facets of 0.1
eV for Ag. This analytic estimate of Eeff(analytic) versus N is
also shown in Fig. 5. Again we caution that this analysis does
not account for entropic effects. The analytic treatment is suc-
cessful in capturing the key features of our KMC estimate,
Eeff(KMC) (reproduced from Fig. 2).
3.4. Continuum analysis of energetics
Fig. 5 indicates a slow increase in ΔE(max) with N, somewhat
obscured by the strong oscillatory behavior. To elucidate this
trend, and the variation of ΔE(q) with q, it is instructive to
perform a continuum analyses for behavior in the large NC
size regime. For a closed-shell (CS) TP, Fig. 6 shows schemati-
cally the process of transferring atoms from an initially com-
plete outer layer on one facet to another facet. One issue is the
shape of 2D island constituting the incomplete layer. This
island is bounded by close-packed step edges on the sides and
top as shown in Fig. 6, and these have the same step energy
σ = ϕ/a. For our model with f = 0.75, the higher coordination of
atoms on the bottom step at the contact line with substrate
atoms dominates the weaker binding strength to those atoms
resulting in a vanishing effective step energy. See ESI sec. 7.†
With these step energies, minimization of total 2D island step
energy for fixed island area reveals that the minimum energy
shape has equal length step edges on the sides and top, and
double that length on the bottom. Thus, the equilibrium 2D
island shape is identical to the overall side facet shape of the
TP. Given this island shape, it is straightforward to determine
the change in system energy,
ΔEðxÞjCS ¼ 3σl½ð1 xÞ1=2 þ x 1=2  1 with x ¼ q=qtot; ð4Þ
as a function the fraction, x, of atoms transferred to the new
facet. This form shown in Fig. 6 mimics that of the discrete
model in Fig. 3. It follows that the maximum ΔE(x) for x = 12
satisfies
ΔEðmaxÞjCS ¼ ð
p
2 1Þ3σl  1:24σl  N 1=3; ð5Þ
reasonably tracking actual values in Fig. 5, and elucidating the
slow increase in ΔE(max) with N.
Next, we more briefly present a continuum treatment for
open-shell (OS) TPs. As discussed above, the mechanism for
mass transfer leading to NC diffusion has two stages. First,
atoms are transferred from a complete facet 1 to grow an
initially incomplete layer on facet 2 (which becomes complete).
Second, the incomplete layer remaining on facet 1 is trans-
ferred to facet 2. Fig. 7 shows the case where the dimensions
of the initial incomplete layer are smaller by a factor of r than
those of the complete facet. Here, x1 (x2) denotes the fraction
of atoms transferred in the first (second) stage. Evaluating
the energy change as a function of the amount of material
transferred (see ESI sec. 8†), one finds that ΔE(max1)|OS =
[√2(1 + r2)1/2 − r − 1]3σl in the first stage, and ΔE(max2)|OS =
3(√2 − 1)rσl in the second. The effective barrier ΔE(max)|OS =
maxj ΔE(maxj)|OS for the open-shell TP is below ΔE(max)|CS for
a closed-shell TP for all 0 < r < 1, consistent with the lower
Fig. 5 Variation of ΔE(max), ΔE(max+), Eeff(analytic), and Eeff(KMC) with
N. Vertical lines indicate sizes for closed-shell ground state TPs.
Fig. 6 Continuum analysis of energy change upon atom transfer for a closed-shell TP. Dashed line shows initial complete side facet layer on the TP
which shrinks during atom transfer (dark gray) leading to growth of an incomplete layer (also dark gray) on the other facet. The variation in energy is
also shown (right).
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ΔE(max) for open-shell TPs shown in Fig. 5. The smallest value
of ΔE(max)|OS = 3(√2 − 1)σl/(2√2) ≈ 0.439σl occurs for r =
1/(2√2) ≈ 0.354.
3.5. Local minima and maxima of DN
As noted in sec. 1, a general expectation in previous studies7,8
both for 2D and 3D epitaxially supported NCs is that NCs with
closed-shell ground state correspond to local minima in diffu-
sivity. However, this expectation is not realized in 2D,9,10 and
needs critical assessment in 3D. The above analysis of ener-
getics 3D {100}-epitaxially supported Ag NCs shows that gener-
ally closed-shell ground state TPs correspond to local maxima
in ΔE(max) and related quantities, at least for smaller N. This
feature is compatible with local minima in DN occurring for
these sizes N = NTP. Nonetheless, our precise KMC results for
DN in Fig. 2 reveal that local minima in DN can occur for sizes
other than N = NTP. Specifically, these sizes include N = NTP − 1
and NTP − 3 (at least for larger NTP). To explain this behavior,
note that for NTP = 104, 110 or 126, Eeff(analytic) actually has
the same local maximum value for N = NTP and NTP − 1. Also,
if Ω0 denotes the ground state degeneracy, then one has Ω0 = 1
for N = NTP with a square base versus Ω0 = 8 for N = NTP − 1.
Finally, let ΩTS denote the degeneracy in the transition state at
q ≈ qtot/2 where half a complete layer has been transferred
from one side of the NC to another. Then, based upon the
heuristic estimate25
DN  ðΩTS=Ω0Þ exp½EeffðanalyticÞ=ðkBTÞ; ð6Þ
it follows that the higher ground state degeneracy for N =
NTP − 1 results in lower DN relative to N = NTP. Here, we use
that the variation of ΩTS between N = NTP and NTP − 1 is not as
great as for Ω0 (see ESI sec. 9†). The same argument applies
comparing DN for NTP = 104 and NTP − 3 = 101. There are
examples where Eeff(analytic) for N = NTP − n with small n is
lower than for N = NTP, and yet DN is also lower. In these cases,
strong entropic effects must predominate.
As noted above, local maxima in DN tend to occur for N =
NTP + 3 for larger sizes with N = O(10
2). Consistently, Eeff dis-
plays a local minima for these sizes corresponding to local
minimum in ΔE(max) for NTP + 3 or NTP + 4. For these sizes,
the ground state corresponds to a small 2D cluster of 1, 2, 3,…
atoms on a facet of a closed-shell TP. The presence of this
small 2D cluster naturally facilitates initial transfer of atoms
from another complete side of the NC, thereby reducing ΔE(q),
ΔE(max), and related quantities.
Finally, we briefly comment of behavior of DN for larger
sizes, which is reported in the ESI sec. 5.† The basic features
observed in the smaller size range up to N ≈ 190 are preserved,
i.e., complex oscillatory decay of DN versus N. However, it
should be noted that local minima in DN do not occur for all
sizes with closed-shell ground states, but only at or near a
subset of these. A similar feature is manifested for the case of
weak adhesion described in sec. 4. An effective criterion to
assess the subset of closed-shell sizes corresponding to local
minima in DN is again provided by (the occurrence of local
minima in) the readily calculated quantity δE. See ESI sec. 5.†
4. Results for weak adhesion f ≤ 0.05
4.1. Ground-state NC shapes with weak adhesion where f ≈ 0
The Winterbottom shapes for smaller sizes N = O(102) when
f ≈ 0 will roughly correspond to that of unsupported Wulff
clusters. For certain sizes, these correspond to closed-shell
Fig. 7 Continuum analysis of energy change upon atom transfer for an open-shell TP. Dashed lines in stage 1 show initial complete layer (incom-
plete layer) on facet 1 (2) which shrinks (grows) during atom transfer. Dashed lines in stage 2 show initial incomplete layer on facet a which shrinks
during atom transfer.
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Truncated Octahedra (TO) bounded by {111} and {100} facets.
Let n111 (n100) denote the number of atoms on edges between
adjacent {111} facet pairs (adjacent {111} and {100} facets).
Then, the symmetric regular TO where n111 = n100 = n with
“magic” sizes26
N TOðnÞ ¼ 16n 3  33n 2 þ 24n 6 ¼ 38; 201; 586;… for n
¼ 2; 3; 4;… ð7Þ
are especially stable. Also particularly stable are asymmetric
TO, denoted TO+, where n = n111 = n100 + 1 and
27
N TOþðnÞ ¼ 16n3  63n 2 þ 84n 38 ¼ 79; 314; 807;… for n
¼ 3; 4; 5;…
ð8Þ
A recent analysis revealed 49 additional sizes of various
asymmetric closed-shell TO (including TO+) between each con-
secutive pair of magic regular TO sizes, which are also rela-
tively stable compared to non-closed-shell structures.28 For
each of these sizes between NTO = 38 and 201, there is a corres-
ponding size between NTO = 201 and 586, etc., so structures
repeat quasi-periodically. For example, the closed-shell struc-
ture for N = 244 corresponds to that for N = 52; the N = 314
TO+ corresponds to the N = 79 TO+.
Excitation of a closed-shell structure by moving a corner
atom to a {111} ({100}) facet increases the energy by Eex =
3ϕ (2ϕ). Given the restricted number, M, of adsorption sites on
facets for the NC sizes considered here, it follows that
exp[−Eex/(kBT )]M ≪ 1 so the ground state structure predomi-
nates for 700 K.
4.2. KMC results for DN versus N
Next, we describe briefly analysis of diffusion of supported
NCs with weak adhesion corresponding to f ≤ 0.05. Fig. 8
(middle frame) shows the variation of DN with N for {100}-epi-
taxially supported 3D Ag NCs at T = 700 K for weak adhesion
with f = 0.05 (and with f = 0 where the NC is constrained to be
attached to the substrate). A complex oscillatory variation is
evident. The vertical lines mark the sizes for the symmetric TO
and TO+ listed in sec. 3, as well as all other less symmetric
ground state closed-shell TO. Sizes associated with (or some-
times close to) symmetric regular TO and to TO+ correspond
to strong local minima in DN, and sizes close to a restricted
subset of the other closed-shell ground state TO correspond to
less prominent local minima. For sizes associated with these
minima, the closed-shell TOs are relatively stable. A measure,
δEN, of the relative energy per atom, also shown in Fig. 8 (top),
correlates reasonably with the variation of DN with N.
4.3. Mechanism & energetics for NC diffusion and
continuum analysis
To elucidate the behavior of DN, we first discuss the mechanis-
tic pathway for long-range NC diffusion where ground states
are closed-shell regular TOs. One pathway involves dissolution
of the outer layer of two vertical {100} facets (on the left and
center in Fig. 1) and two {111} facets (on the left in Fig. 1),
transfer of those atoms around the NC surface, and formation
of a new complete outer layer on the other two vertical {100}
facets and on the two {111} facets on the opposite side from
those donating atoms. (There are four other {111} facets which
remain largely unchanged.) Clearly, this process is more
complex than that described for diffusion of closed-shell TP
with f = 0.75. Nonetheless, analytical quantification is still
possible tracking the energy change, ΔE(q), as a function of
the number, q, of atoms transferred along the MEP. By sym-
metry for regular TO, ΔE(q) = ΔE(qtot − q), where qtot is the
total number of atoms transferred. The maximum value,
ΔE(max), of ΔE(q), again gives a measure of the difficulty of
the process (not accounting for the details of surface diffusion
kinetics or entropic effects).
The additional challenge here compared to the analysis for
TP with f = 0.75 is the variety of possibilities for transferring
atoms which must be considered to determine the MEP and
ΔE(max). The general principle, as for f = 0.75, is to select
atoms to transfer which break the minimum number of bonds
and to arrange them on the receiving facet to create the
maximum number of bonds. As an example, for NTO = 38, one
removes atoms from a {111} then a {100} then a {111} and
finally a {100} facet, and builds up layers in the reverse sequence
(first on a {100} facet, etc.) to obtain ΔE(max) = 5ϕ. See ESI sec.
10† for further discussion and detailed analysis for NTO = 201.
For the less symmetric closed-shell TO, {100} facets gener-
ally have multiple different sizes and shapes. In this case, a
separate analysis of ΔE(q) is performed for each possible type
of supporting facet. The minimum ΔE(max) from these
different possibilities is selected. Results from extensive ana-
Fig. 8 Top: δE = [EN − EN(cont)]/N where28 EN(cont)/ϕ = −1.59 +
0.061N1/3 + 7.554N2/3 − 6N recovers EN for regular TO with N = 38, 201,
586, and 1289. Middle: KMC results for DN versus N for an Ag TO at
700 K for f = 0.05 (black) and f = 0 (red). Bottom: Analytic results for
−ΔE(max)/ϕ, where the negative sign is included so that peaks and
valleys correspond to those of DN. Note: vertical lines correspond to
sizes for closed-shell structures, with those for TO, TO+, and other par-
ticularly stable structures, indicated as thicker lines.
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lysis of ΔE(max) for regular and less symmetric closed-shell
ground state TO are reported in Fig. 8 (lower frame).
We do not present a detailed continuum analysis here.
However, from the formalism presented for f = 0.75, it is clear
that irrespective of the detailed pathway for atom transfer, one
has that ΔE(max) ∝ ϕl/a ∼ N1/3. This slow increase in ΔE(max)
with N is reflected in Fig. 8 (bottom), again somewhat hidden
by oscillatory structure.
4.4. Local maxima and minima of DN
Regular TO for N = 38, 201, etc. and TO+ for N = 79, 314, etc.,
are well recognized as being particularly stable, so it is not sur-
prising that DN has prominent local minima reflecting these
sizes. However, the prominent oscillatory structure of DN is not
determined by TO and TO+ alone, but by augmenting these
with a subset of less symmetric closed-shell ground state TO.
These less symmetric closed-shell TO still have enhanced stabi-
lity measured by prominent local minima in δE, and promi-
nent local maxima in ΔE(max), relative to nearby closed-shell
TO. Examples include N = 52 and 244 which correspond to
“elongated” TO, and N = 61 and 269 which have a slab-like
structure with 3-fold symmetry. See ESI sec. 11.† The variation
in DN repeats quasi-periodically matching the repeat of closed-
shell ground states described above between each pair of
magic sizes. Thus, prominent minima at N = 38, 52, 61, and 79
are repeated at N = 201, 244, 269, and 314, respectively.
Prominent local maxima in DN often correspond to inhibited
stability as measured by δE, and somewhat more prominent
local minima in ΔE(max). These also repeat quasi-periodically.
5. Discussion
Complex oscillatory decay of diffusivity, DN, with N is evident
in the above analyses for both strong and weak adhesion. In
fact, this behavior applies more generally. We have also con-
sidered moderate adhesion with f = 0.5 where the continuum
Winterbottom shape of supported NC corresponds to half of a
Wulff cluster. See Fig. 1. Closed-shell ground state structures for
f = 0.5 in the atomistic model up to N = O(102) sometimes corres-
pond to TP, and sometimes to TP with lower corner atoms
removed. KMC reveals oscillatory decay of DN. Local minima do
not always correspond to closed-shell ground states. Here, we
find that ΔE(max) and Eeff exhibit “flat” local maxima corres-
ponding several consecutive N (rather than maxima just occur-
ring just at isolated sizes with close-shell ground states), explain-
ing why open-shell structures can have the lowest DN. On the
other hand, local minima in ΔE(max) and Eeff often occur for a
single N, or consecutive pair of N, and correspond to local
maxima in DN. See ESI sec. 12.† In addition, we assess behavior
for smaller f = 0.17 corresponding to the relatively weak adhesion
of Ag NCs on MgO(001).18 In this case, the oscillatory decay of DN
with N is similar to that found for f ≤ 0.05. See ESI sec. 13.†
The observed oscillatory decay of DN with N appears in
marked contrast to the traditional picture of algebraic scaling
DN ∼ D° exp[−Eeff/(kBT )]N−β, where mean-field analysis gives
that Eeff is size-independent, and βMF = 4/3. In fact, our ana-
lysis shows that the effective barrier for diffusion has a strong
oscillatory size dependence, with an overall increase with N
like Eeff ∼ N1/3. This corresponds to faster than algebraic
asymptotic decay of DN for large N. Analogous observations
have been made for NC reshaping.14,29 Despite this feature, we
have shown that for strong adhesion, f = 0.75, an effective β
can be reasonably extracted from selected peaks of DN (for a
fixed range of sizes). Reported results show this βeff decreasing
from 3.1 at 700 K to 2.1 at 900 K. Furthermore, oscillations in
DN disappear for sufficiently high T, and classic mean-field
scaling βeff → 4/3 of DN is recovered. This behavior can be
understood given that the structure of supported NCs become
less facetted and more irregular with a randomly rough
surface as T increases. In this regime, surface hopping
becomes uncorrelated as assumed in the mean-field analysis.
This type of recovery of mean-field behavior for increasing T is
a general phenomenon applying for any adhesion strength.
As an aside, for diffusion of 2D epitaxial NCs, mean-field
scaling is recovered asymptotically as N → ∞ for any T (not
just as T → ∞). This fundamental difference arises from the
feature that 2D NCs, in contrast to 3D NCs, are not facetted in
the large-N continuum regime.
One could consider {111}- rather than {100}-epitaxially sup-
ported 3D fcc metal NC. Now, each atom in the lowest layer is
regarded as supported by three atoms in the substrate, again
with an effective NN substrate-NC atom attraction of ϕs = fϕ.
Then, the distance to the top {111} facet, h111, and to the sub-
strate, hsub, are related by hsub/h111 = 1 − 2f. By analogy with f =
0.75 for the {100}-supported case, the Winterbottom shape for
f = 2/3 is a truncated hexagonal pyramid where the edge length
for the top hexagonal {111} facet matches that of the edges
between the six alternating {100} and {111} side facets. For f ≈
0, the equilibrium shape is a Wulff TO, now supported on a
{111} facet. Behavior of diffusivity in these cases is analogous
to that for {100}-supported NCs with complex oscillatory decay
in DN versus N, and where again detailed insight comes from
an atomistic-level analysis of energetics along the MEP or from
a continuum analysis.
Finally, some additional comments are appropriate on
T-dependence of DN, and in particular on the disappearance of
oscillations for high T. Oscillatory structure relies on the dis-
tinction between closed-shell and other NC structures. For
sufficiently low T, NCs with closed-shell ground states will most
likely be found in those configurations as discussed above
accounting for excited-state Boltzmann factors and configura-
tional degeneracy. However, for high T, the NC will most likely
be in a non-closed-shell excited state. This type of entropic
effect diminishes distinction between open- and closed-shells,
and thus degrades the oscillatory fine structure of DN versus N.
6. Conclusions
Our KMC simulation analysis of the diffusion of epitaxial sup-
ported 3D NCs reveals a ubiquitous oscillatory decay of DN
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versus N. This behavior is in marked contrast to the traditional
picture of algebraic decay, DN ∼ N−β. While KMC simulation
precisely quantifies DN, it does not necessarily offer fundamen-
tal insight into the origin of behavior. However, such insight is
provided by our identification of the mechanistic pathway for
NC diffusion, i.e., facet dissolution and reformation, together
with a comprehensive analytical characterization of the ener-
getics along the minimum energy pathway (MEP) for this
process. A coarse-grained continuum analysis of MEP ener-
getics provides additional insight, particularly regarding the
increase in the effective barrier for NC diffusion with size.
For diffusion of either supported 2D or 3D epitaxial NCs
exhibiting oscillatory decay, it is natural to anticipate that local
minima correspond to sizes with closed-shell NC ground state
structures with sizes N = NCS.
7,8 Our analysis does reveal some cor-
relation between local minima in DN and closed-shell structures.
However, for strong adhesion, we find local minima for sizes N =
NCS − 1 and NCS − 3 and explain this feature as due to higher
ground state degeneracy for these sizes relative to closed-shell
NCs. For moderate and weak adhesion, local minima only corre-
late strongly with a subset of closed-shell structures. Thus, a com-
prehensive and fundamental understanding of the fine structure
of DN versus N necessarily requires the type of analytic characteriz-
ation of energetics along MEP for diffusion provided here.
Finally, we remark that our results for DN versus N can provide
input to analysis of SR kinetics of distributions of supported
NCs. We have noted the importance of this process for catalyst
degradation. However, it might also be noted that under reaction
conditions, adsorption of reactants on the NC surface can alter
both NC surface thermodynamics and diffusion kinetics, and
thus NC diffusivity. Nonetheless, the current study of NC
diffusion in a vacuum environment is a valuable precursor to
understanding of such behavior in more complex environments.
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